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INTRODUCTION
Universities around the world are increasingly shifting from their traditional primary

role as educational providers and scientific knowledge creators to a more complex

entrepreneurial model that incorporates the additional role of commercialization of

knowledge and active contribution to the development of private enterprises in the

local and regional economy (1). Entrepreneurial activities are undertaken with the

objective of improving regional or national economic performance, as well as

improving their financial advantage and that of its faculty (2). Countries with better

coordination between universities and industry sector tend to have developed

innovation system, and more efficient transfer of technology an knowledge. But

Croatian universities seemed to remain at a distance as they did not show any

proactive efforts to participate in designing solutions along those changes. At the

same time there were no serious requests, neither from the side of the government or

the business sector, towards universities to partner them in solving problems of

functioning new political and economic system (3). Only recently first technology

transfers offices, technology parks and business incubators at the Croatian

universities have been established. In Croatia there are currently 10 universities (8

public, 2 private) and 25 public scientific research institutes. The evaluation of higher

education institutions and scientific organizations in Croatia is carried out by the

Agency for Science and Higher Education (ASHE). In some criteria documents and

standards, the collaboration between universities and industry sector is evaluated.

Some of the criteria are: level of involvement of private sector in study programmes

and research, transfer of technology, universities innovations and patents,

development of start-up and spin-off companies, development of science and

technology parks and business incubators etc.

The aim of this research was to measure the relationship between the Croatian academic and industry sectors.

Method used in this research was co-authorship analysis. Analysing co-authored publications has become the

standard way of measuring research collaborations (4). Research papers produced in university-industry

collaborations tend to be co-authored by scientists from both institutions. In an analysis of the institutional

affiliations of the authors of such papers, a link is found between the two institutions. This type of collaboration is

sometimes denoted as formal collaboration (5), but can also indicate the achievement of access to an informal

network. It can be viewed as a successful scientific collaboration among institutions, while also indicating diffusion

of knowledge and skills (6). The advantages of assessing research collaborations through co-authorships are that

the indicator is quantifiable and invariant, the measurement does not affect the collaboration process and the

analysis is relatively inexpensive. Although some forms of university-industry collaboration do not generate co-

authored papers and some co-authored papers do not reflect actual collaboration (7,4), analysis of co-authorship is

the most often indicator used for measuring research collaborations, evidently because it offers notable advantages

in counter point to its limitations (7). Co-authorship as indicator of university-industry collaboration is also used in

several world university rankings, such as the web-based Leiden Ranking and U-Multirank (8,9). Aggregate-level

data on countries is used for European Commission’s Innovation Union Scoreboard and the U21 university

association’s Ranking of National Higher Education Systems (8). This research compared percentages of research

papers Croatian public universities and research institutes co-authored with industry sector from 2011 to 2016.

Those percentages were compared to the global baseline. Croatian universities were also compared to the biggest

regional general public universities. Furthermore, research areas in which most of the Croatian university-industry

collaboration occur, and companies which collaborate most with Croatian universities, were identified.

Co-authorship analysis suggests that there is only a weak link between Croatian public universities and industry sector, and

that absence of collaboration could indicate that the transfer of technology, innovation and knowledge between the two

sectors is not at the level of more developed counties. The link is even weaker between Croatian public research institutes

and industry sector. The only exception is the University of Split, with co-authorship averages above the global average and

above most of regional universities. Most university-industry collaboration occur in the field of medicine and computer

science, and most companies that collaborate with Croatian universities come from those fields. Conclusions that came

from this analysis are based on one indicator, co-authorship of research papers.

To validate the results of this research, patentometric analysis is planned. That part of the research will examine the number

of patents that mentioned institutions produce, but also the link between their scientific production and other patents.

Citations in patents, or non-patent references (NPRs), have been used as knowledge indicators and can be used to trace the

information sources on which the invention is built. With that we can identify the applied scientific research that had direct

influence on technology and industry. Result of patent analysis will be compared to the results of this bibliometric analysis.

The results showed that industry co-authorship averages of all Croatian

universities and research institutes, with exception of University of Split,

are below the global average. As much as three universities (University of

Zadar, University of Dubrovnik and University of Pula) and four research

institutes (Institute of Physics Zagreb, Croatian Institute of

Oceanography & Fisheries, Croatian Academy of Sciences & Arts,

Croatian Forest Research Institute) had no research papers co-authored

with industry sector. Both Ruđer Bošković Institute and Institute for

Medical Research & Occupational Health were under the global average.

Only exception was the year 2011, when Institute for Medical Research &

Occupational Health was slightly above the global average. In the

comparison of 15 regional general public universities University of Split

was in the third place, University of Zagreb in eleventh, University of

Rijeka in twelfth and University of Osijek in the last place. Most

collaboration between Croatian public universities and industry sector

occurred in research areas from the fields of medicine and computer

science. From those fields also came companies that have co-authorship

most papers in collaboration with Croatian universities: GlaxoSmithKline,

Ericsson, Novo Nordiks, Pfizer, Roche Holding etc.
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Croatian Universities
% Industry Collaborations  (2011-2016)

UNIZG UNIST UNIRI

UNIOS UNIZD UNIDU

UNIPU Baseline Global Baseline

UNIOS 0,3

Univ. of  Maribor 0,41

Univ. of  Belgrade 0,7

UNIRI 1,08

UNIZG 1,09

Comenius Univ. Bratislava 1,1

Univ. of  Ljubljana 1,19

Univ. of  Vienna 1,25

Univ. of  Pecs 1,41

Eotvos Lorand Univ. 1,71

Univ. of  Graz 1,84

Univ. of  Padua 2,02

UNIST 2,12

Charles Univ. Prague 2,4

Univ. of  Bologna 2,84
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Research institutes
% Industry Collaborations (2011-2016)

RBI IMROH CIOF

IPZ CASA CFRI

Baseline Global baseline

Engineering, Mechanical 8

Automation & Control Syst. 8

Engineering, Chemical 9

Clinical Neurology 9

Endocrinology & Metabolism 12

Computer Sci., Software Eng. 13

Computer Sci., Inform. Sys. 17

Telecommunications 19

Oncology 20

Engineering, Elec. 36

Genetics & Heredity 37

Research areas
University-industry

collaborations (2011/2016)

IGM-CNR 12

Merck & Company 12

Amgen 12

SINTEF 13

Novo Nordisk Foundation 17

Roche Holding 19

Pfizer 20

Novo Nordisk 25

Ericsson 27

GlaxoSmithKline 31

Companies
University-industry

collaborations (2011/2016)

METHODOLOGY

The data for this research was extracted from InCites, a Clarivate Analitics citation-

based evaluation tool that gathers data from the Web of Science Core Collection

database. During the time of this research, InCites held data for:

DATA SOURCE

7 Croatian public universities 

University of  Zagreb - UNIZG

University of  Split - UNIST

University of  Rijeka - UNIRI

University of  Osijek - UNIOS

University of  Zadar - UNIZD

University of  Dubrovnik - UNIDU

University of  Pula - UNIPU

RESULTS
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6 Croatian research institutes 

Ruđer Bošković Institute - RBI

Institute for Medical Research & 

Occupational Health - IMROH

Institute of  Physics Zagreb - IPZ

Cro. Institute of  Ocean. & Fisheries - CIOF

Cro. Academy of  Sciences & Arts - CASA

Cro. Forest Research Institute - CFRI

CONCLUSION & FURTHER RESEARCH
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